Service-users Together
A Guide for Involvement

“Change and hope for the future – I feel there is a good feeling of warmth around – it’s somewhere where it feels ok – it’s nice.”

“It is almost beyond belief how much work we do and everyone is included.”

“It is special for everybody and this will be ‘good stuff’ for the future – that’s from my heart – I look forward to it as it gives me hope. I wish everyone has good health.”
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This good-practice resource establishes a principled value base for service-user involvement. It establishes Together’s standing as an organisation committed to the wellbeing of everyone who uses services, and lays out a vision for the empowerment of local and national groups.

The book covers:

• Putting practice into context
• Together, wellbeing and a social approach to distress
• Surviving in a maddening world
• Service-user involvement – setting the scene
• Service-users working together
• Making it happen.

With encomiums by Catherine Jackson, Editor of Mental Health Today and Gary Platz, Service Leader (Wellink Trust, Wellington NZ) – plus helpful resources and references – the guide is a useful aid for anyone who is serious about service-user involvement. To order your copy for £10, fill in the form on the reverse and send it to Pavilion Publishing. Alternatively call Pavilion’s order line on 0870 890 1080.
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